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Yuan ti pureblood warlock

I'm pretty loud about not being particularly fond of alignment and never really used it in Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition. That said, this is not the very trait I have a problem with, but the community around it and its status as a sacred cow. In truth, although simplified in many ways, alignment is a useful guide for novice
players on how to make their character's decisions. Therefore, I have no complaints about the fact that the alignment is still in the game itself. Another thing I'm pretty obvious about is my appreciation for serpentine characters. My screen name has been Thrythlind for over twenty years. I have many references to
Jellyfish and gorgons in this blog post. I have some snake-based characters in other systems as well. As such, I'm a bit fond of juana-ti pureblood as a race. By default, Yuan-Ti is a evil race that originated in bygone eras after a particular serpent god tricked a group of people into spoiling their blood to become more
snakelike. These rituals included cannibalism and filthy pacts. As a primal note, the serpent god diminished over time, and others ascended to his position. In fact, it is the standard yuan-ti story for yuan-ti to rise to the position of small gods, betraying and devouring their masters so that there is an almost endless cycle of
gods growing and dying among the yuan-ti with a group of three insects that have remained fairly stable in their power for thousands of years. (Edit actually four) Dendar, The Night Snake - A is born in the days before the story is recorded from the hectic nightmares of sentient beings. Dendar is the creation of madness
and terror, which has the most colorful clues of concern for the kingdom of mortals. Her followers believe that it is a harbinger of the end times and will eventually absorb the world. Dendar is classified as the Great Old Man and probably not looking directly for worship as much as some yuanti stumbled upon it and began
to worship. Merrshaulk - The original serpent god to lure yuan-ti to their fate and his service. Merrshaulk is neither conscious nor thoroughly ignorant. His current torpedo was reflected in the dwindling fortunes of the yuan-ti, and no one is sure whether the failure of his cult led to his current state or whether his current
state led to the fall of the yuan-ti. Sseth - Sseth appeared in the final days of the collapse of the Yuan-ti empire as a winged yuan-ti and promised to save them from destruction. Since then his followers have grown into his service and this allowed for a brief recovery, but in the end the efforts were too small too late and
the empire collapsed so those of his followers continued to serve him. (Edit) Zehir - Another god who reached out to influence yuanti groups in places. Zehir is a god associated with snakes, deception, betrayal, and poison. However, I am not so familiar with Zehir with other gods. It is mainly related to Toril (the world of
Faerun/Forgotten Realms), but parts of this world haven't looked at much. The direct services of these three powers are referred to as malisons and function through rules similar to the way pc warlocks do. This is likely because these three great powers of yuan-ti are either too distant and indifferent to mortals, or too
weak for a person to have the powers that a cleric does. As opposing them, I am going to propose a group of well-aligned snake patrons to serve as supporters of a good aligned yuan-ti. This is not entirely without history. There are legitimate good aligned yaun-ti in Eberron, for example, and for further support, I'm going
to use mythology as inspiration for these entities. Image from 3rd Ed D &amp;amp; D Kulkukan - This is the Mayan serpent of god, which is often compared to Quetzalcoatl. There was a historical figure who was named after god, and the stories of these two became blurry. I'm mostly using Quetzalcoatl as inspiration, but
using this name to avoid confusion with couatl. On the note, while most of the stories I've found concerning this subject are mild to benevolent, I found the name associated with the wrong snake in one mention on Wikipedia. In D&amp;amp; D, Kulkukan will couatl the old days and huge sizes. Rarely if it ever manifests
itself in the main material plane, because it would fill the sky for many miles in each direction. He presides over the mansion of the younger couatl and works through a network of servants, including devotional paladins and a heavenly sorcerer who are moving toward the legal good. Bai Suzhen and Xiaoqing - The
Legend of White Snake tells the story of a pair of sisters who were born as snakes and became human through the practice of Taoist magical arts. This process was greatly accelerated when they were accidentally provided with alchemical immortality tablets. They went through many adventures often with a scholar
named Xu Xian, who was the one whose failures provided them with pills and eventually married Bai Suzhen. Jealous another immortal constantly tried to ruin their lives, but always ended in unification. Bai Suzhen (White Snake) and Xiaoqinq (Green Snake) never intended to harm anyone and were mostly heroic,
although one of the attempts to save her husband from recent danger led to the drowning of many innocents by accident. Image from Deviant Art based on the legend of In D &amp;amp; D, the sisters will pair the archfey apartment in feywild along with xu xian scholar. They usually prefer to just live a quiet life, but they
have old enemies who still try to ruin their happiness, and have also had many children or taken too many lost under their wing, whom they have learned the magical art they have made what they are now. Taking in ruined snake-yuan-ti kids and helping heal their hatred and anger is to them. They often teach the
sorcerer's archfey and paladins revenge. They can also train several transmutation wizards and open palm monks. They and their supporters are moving towards Neutral and Neutral Good. Mami Wata - Nigerian unit often associated with wisdom and water. I only have a little basic knowledge of the real world of myth. It
is also associated with orisha Yemoja-Oboto, although Yemoja is more often associated with whales than snakes. Mami Watt is often seen in the company of a snake in art. Some associations include fertility, water and healing, but I would advise looking at real experts to learn about the Nigerian myth. The image is a
specific Lillend NPC with D&amp;amp; D W &amp;W&amp;amp; D, Mami Watt is the queen of lillends, a kind of heavenly unit that appears as a winged woman whose body is that of a snake from the waist down. Her court is an informal consolation and music, although all those who participate in it are powerful and
staunch defenders of the innocent. It maintains many heavenly sorcerers, land and pastoral druids, and ancient paladins who often move towards the Chaotic Good. Wagyl, Rainbow Serpent – A common being or theme in several Australian stories, Rainbow Serpent is associated with the primal strength of water and is
said to have crafted hills and mountains. Their gender is ambiguous, sometimes she is a man and sometimes a woman. They are also associated with human blood and healing as well as as a source of rain. Once again, I advise those interested in further information to look at more scientific resources in the library,
because I am looking for quick inspiration here. In the note, I chose one of several names mentioned in the Wikipedia article. This image is from Dragon Wars. It's not big enough. In D&amp;amp; D, Rainbow Serpent is the original form of creation that exists in the counter-attack to destruction, which is Dendar Night
Serpent. Some naked guards believe that this is the first ancestor of their ancient line. This general seemingly is solid and benevolent, though its distant, primal and alien nature means that its direct services are divided between celestial and great old one sorcerers depending on which elements of a particular sorcerer
most associate. His supporters are moving towards neutral or pure neutral Good. Edit Share Chult[8]Hlondeth[8]Tashalar[8]Western Heartlands[8], Yuan-ti[9]Common[9]Draconic[9]Abyssal[9] Human Appearance, with very subtle snake features[3]Slim hips[3]Fang[3]Tongue forks[3]Patches of flaky skin[3]Snake
eyes[8]Vertical abilities[3]Snakes[3] Purebloods were the most human appearance of all true yuan-ti and one of the three main races , the other two are semibloods and abominations. [8] [6] Description[edit | edit source] Purebloods described as human, but with minor reptile characteristics such as snake-like eyes,
forked tongue and scales on the skin. [8] Purebloods had mass and height in the same range as humans[ [3] Abilities[edit | source of editing] Although they are not as powerful as other forms of yuan-ti, purebloods still had psionic powers. Like all yuan-ti, they can transform their bodies in the form of any viper by willpower
and they could sense the presence of any poison nearby. They were also inherently resistant to magic. They weren't as smart as halfbloods, but they were still proud to be on average smarter than people. The psionic powers of purebloods included the ability to enthralling other humanoids, to induce fear, create
darkness, and command plants to entangle enemies. Purebloods were very proficiency in impersonating humans and often entered human settlements disguised as spies. [3] [8] Life Cycle [edit | edit source] Pure blood may have been associated with half-blood or abomination, but it usually wasn't. Like other yuan-ti, they
hatched from eggs and reached adulthood at the age of twelve. Life expectancy for each yuan-ti was 80 years, but reaching an age as great as 120 years was possible. [8] Personality [edit | edit source] Although she was completely wicked, most purebloods had magnetic personalities. [7] Like all yuan-ti, they seem
arrogant and self-centered. Purebloods were the least likely of real yuan-ti breeds to remain attached to their tribe. Because they could hide more easily, they were free to pursue their own interests wherever such things took them. Purebloods were most likely yuan-ti to use grafts to modify their bodies, provided that new
serpentine body parts could still be easily hidden from magic or under clothing until needed. [11] Combat[edit | edit source] Yuan-ti were perfectionists and used only high-quality weapons. They would rather weaken their opponent from a distance than engage in melee combat. However, if there is a fight, purebloods will
be sent as a stronger and more valuable yuan-ti waited. Purebloods were often equipped with leather-studded armor[3] and bore scimitars and heavy shields or long bows.[3][12] They often poisoned their blades and arrows. Purebloods, who were trained in combat, preferred rangers' skills. They were naturally deft. [7]
Society[edit | edit source] A pair of purebloods strolling around the Aviary of Extaminos in Hlondeth. Purebloods has served a special role in yuan-ti society, being liaisons, agents, spies, or assassins, as usual they can easily hide their serpentine traits. They also oversaw smaller yuan-ti napkin pods, guards and
contaminated ones. [8] Language[edit | edit source] Purebloods spoke Yuan-ti, common and any regional language. They could often speak abisal or draconic as well. [7] | source] Purebloods, Purebloods, most yuan-ti, worshipped the god Sseth. [7] [12] Free-wandering purebloods sometimes worshipped the god Varae
instead. Some sects were known to worship demons. History[edit | edit source] Sarrukh, one of the breeds of creators, created yuan-ti, including purebloods, millennia ago in controlled magical breeding experiments combining humans, snakes and sarrukh. [14] Notable Yuan-ti Purebloods[edit | edit source] Add-on[edit |
edit source] Gallery[edit | edit source] Notes[edit | edit source] ↑ The information provided is for malian. The fourth edition seems to have jumped the pureblood yuan-ti variety. References[edit | edit source] ↑ Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, Christopher Perkins (2014-09-30). Monster Manual 5 edition. Edited by Scott
Fitzgerald Gray. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 307, 310. 978-0786965614. ^ Mike Mearls, Stephen Schubert, James Wyatt (June 2008). Monster Manual 4 edition. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 269. ISBN 978-0-7869-4852-9. ↑ 3.00 3.01 3.02 3.03 3.04 3.05 3.06 3.07 3.08 3.09 3 10 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.14 3.15 3.16 3.17 3.18 Omis
Williams, Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook (July 2003). Manual Monster v.3.5. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 263. ISBN 0-7869-2893-X. ↑ Bruce R. Cordell (April 2004). Extended psionics manual. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 218. ISBN 0-7869-3301-1. ^ 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 By Doug Stewart (June 1993). Monstrous manual. (TSR,
Inc.), p. 369. ISBN 1-5607-6619-0. ^ 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 Gary Gygax (August 1983). Monster Manual II issue 1. (TSR, Inc.), p. 130. ISBN 0-88038-031-4. ^ 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 Reynolds, Forbeck, Jacobs, Boyd (March 2003). Racing Faerûn. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 152. ISBN 0-7869-2875-1. ^ 8.00 8.01 8.02 8.03 8.04 8.05
8.06 8.07 8.08 8.09 8.10 8.11 Reynolds, Forbeck, Jacobs, Boyd (March 2003). Racing Faerûn. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 151. ISBN 0-7869-2875-1. ^ 9.0 9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 Skip Williams, Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook (July 2003). Manual Monster v.3.5. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 262. ISBN 0-7869-2893-X. ↑ 10.0 10.1
Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams (July 2003). Player Manual v.3.5. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 109. ISBN 0-7869-2886-7. ^ Ed Greenwood, Eric L. Boyd, Darrin Drader (July 2004). Kingdom of The Seas. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 10. ISBN 0-7869-3277-5. ^ 12.0 12.1 12.2 12.3 Reynolds, Forbeck, Jacobs, Boyd
(March 2003). Racing Faerûn. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 153. ISBN 0-7869-2875-1. ^ Ed Greenwood, Eric L. Boyd, Darrin Drader (July 2004). Kingdom of The Seas. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 18. ISBN 0-7869-3277-5. ^ Ed Greenwood, Eric L. Boyd, Darrin Drader (July 2004). Kingdom of The Seas. (Wizards of the



Coast), p. 9. ISBN 0-7869-3277-5. Connections[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Notice.
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